We evaluate the Fisher information of a population of model neurons that receive dynamical input and interact via spikes. With spatially independent threshold noise, the spike-based Fisher information that summarizes the information carried by individual spike timings has a particularly simple analytical form. We calculate the loss of information caused by abandoning spike timing and study the effect of synaptic connections on the Fisher information. For a simple spatiotemporal input, we derive the optimal recurrent connectivity that has a local excitation and global inhibition structure. The optimal synaptic connections depend on the spatial or temporal feature of the input that the system is designed to code. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.97.098102 PACS numbers: 87.19.La Information from the environment is encoded in the noisy activity of a population of neurons. Reading the neural code is a fundamental problem in neuroscience. In particular, attention has been paid to the role of precise spike timing in addition to the spike count information [1, 2] and that of correlation between neurons [3-5] on the information coding. However, a large amount of data is required to evaluate the amount of information in a real population of neurons [1, 2] . Moreover, it is difficult, with this approach, to understand the role of neuronal parameters such as recurrent connectivity on the information coding. In this study, we calculated the Fisher information of a network of spiking neurons, which limits the accuracy of any unbiased estimate of a stimulus [6, 7] . In contrast to the literature, where Fisher information is evaluated based on firing rates (rate-based Fisher information) [3-8], we evaluated the Fisher information when the individual spike timings of all the neurons were available (spike-based Fisher information). Interestingly, under the assumption of independent noise, the expression of the spike-based information has a simple analytical form. We estimated the amount of information included in the precise timing of spikes by comparing the information in the two cases and studied the role of synaptic connectivity on stimulus estimation. We also calculated the spike-based information for a spatiotemporal input, where rate decoding fails, and derived the optimal recurrent connectivity for spike-based information representation. Stochastic firing neuron model. From the noisy spiking activity of N recurrently connected neurons in time duration T, we decode a parameter of a stimulus, which is, for example, the orientation of a light bar. Neuron ii 1; . . . ; N receives stimulus-dependent external input potential h i t; and recurrent spikes from neighboring neurons. A spike from neuron j at time t 10 ms is the leak time constant and is the Heaviside step function which takes the value 1 for a positive argument and 0 otherwise. Hence, the total input potential of the neuron is described by u i t h i t;
Information from the environment is encoded in the noisy activity of a population of neurons. Reading the neural code is a fundamental problem in neuroscience. In particular, attention has been paid to the role of precise spike timing in addition to the spike count information [1, 2] and that of correlation between neurons [3] [4] [5] on the information coding. However, a large amount of data is required to evaluate the amount of information in a real population of neurons [1, 2] . Moreover, it is difficult, with this approach, to understand the role of neuronal parameters such as recurrent connectivity on the information coding. In this study, we calculated the Fisher information of a network of spiking neurons, which limits the accuracy of any unbiased estimate of a stimulus [6, 7] . In contrast to the literature, where Fisher information is evaluated based on firing rates (rate-based Fisher information) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , we evaluated the Fisher information when the individual spike timings of all the neurons were available (spike-based Fisher information). Interestingly, under the assumption of independent noise, the expression of the spike-based information has a simple analytical form. We estimated the amount of information included in the precise timing of spikes by comparing the information in the two cases and studied the role of synaptic connectivity on stimulus estimation. We also calculated the spike-based information for a spatiotemporal input, where rate decoding fails, and derived the optimal recurrent connectivity for spike-based information representation. Stochastic firing neuron model. From the noisy spiking activity of N recurrently connected neurons in time duration T, we decode a parameter of a stimulus, which is, for example, the orientation of a light bar. Neuron ii 1; . . . ; N receives stimulus-dependent external input potential h i t; and recurrent spikes from neighboring neurons. A spike from neuron j at time t is a refractory factor with the last spike time,t i , of neuron i and refractory time constant r . Note that we sometimes use the abbreviation g i t gu i t. Because u is not reset after an output spike, the refractory factor may correspond to the integration time until the next spike for a noisy leaky integrate-and-fire model. The current model is a special case of the spike response model [9] . We assume conditionally independent instantaneous firings of neurons given the history of spikes and the input, neglecting common noise shared among neurons for simplicity.
Spike-based and rate-based information. The output spike train of neuron i is represented by
, where is the Dirac delta function. The history of the spike activity until time t is described by Xt fx i t 0 ji 1; . . . ; N; 0 t 0 < tg. Given a realization of history Xt, the spiking probability of the next very short interval t is written by using the binary variables x i t R tt t x i t 0 dt 0 , where we formally define the integral of a delta function by R 1 0 t 0 ÿ tdt 0 1 for 0 t < 1 and 0 otherwise. Because we assume instantaneously independent firing, the spike probability is given as a product of individual firing probabilities, i.e., 
Except for the average over the spike history, Xt, the above result is well known as the Fisher information rate of independent Poisson neurons [7] . The total spike-based information from spike trains of duration T is given as an integration of the information rate, i.e.,
Particularly, for a low firing rate (if g g M always holds), we can approximate the sigmoid g by an exponential function g M e uÿu c . This approximation gives
where h 0 i t @h i t; @ , g 0 i t @g @u j uu i t , and the mean firing rate is i t h i ti Xt . Equation (2) shows the relations of the Fisher information rate to the number of neurons, N, to the mean firing rate, , and to the square of the derivative of the input potential with respect to the parameter . Interestingly, the spike-based information of Eq. (2) does not explicitly depend on correlations between neurons. We should note, however, that the mean firing rates of neurons are modulated by synaptic connections between them. This kind of spike-based information has been investigated for a single neuron [1, 10] . The amount of information lost by applying rate decoding and abandoning individual spike timing is an issue of interest [2] . However, several previous studies on population coding assumed only the rate decoding paradigm [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . We restricted ourselves to a simple case of a constant stimulus for a fair comparison and investigated the role of model parameters on the information loss.
Let us introduce some notation for rate decoding. We describe by r i
, is calculated based on the assumption that r i is generated from a Gaussian distribution with mean i hr i i and covariance matrix C ij , j) component of the inverse of the covariance matrix [11] . Note that the Gaussian r i assumption is generally not valid for recurrently connected networks, while we do not need this assumption for the calculation of spike-based information. Independent neurons. We consider first a single neuron, or equivalently, a population of neurons without recurrent connections. A neuron receives constant input, h 0:1, and hence has constant g gh. Because the neuron has the renewal property with constant drive, its spike train is completely characterized by the interspike interval (ISI) distribution, Qs gRse
Rs 0 ds 0 [9] , where s represents an ISI and the last spike time is set tô s 0. The ISI distribution is controlled by the input strength, h, and the refractory time constant, r . For any well-behaved renewal process, the probability distribution of spike rate Pr is asymptotically Gaussian with mean 1=hsi Q and variance 2 r =g ÿ 1. Figure 1(a) shows g, , Cv, and information rates _ J spike and _ J rate of a single neuron. The Fisher information first increases with (cf. Equation (2) 2006 098102-2 creases for high due to the sigmoid of g. The two information rates are similar with constant input but have finite differences due to the refractory factor, i.e. the observer can fix the value of Rt ÿt by knowing the last spike time,t. The deviation of the sigmoid of g from the exponential function and the effect of refractoriness are negligible at low firing rates. In the following, we assume r 0 for analytical calculations. Effect of synaptic connection. To see the effect of recurrent connections on the information, we consider two neurons with a one-way synaptic connection and driven by constant input. The Gaussian r i assumption is also valid in this case for large T. For the analytical calculation, we neglect refractoriness and use the exponential function gu g M e uÿu c . We investigate the effect of sigmoid g and refractoriness by numerical simulation. Two neurons receive constant inputs h 1 0:1 and h 2 0:1, and the output of the first neuron is fed into the second neuron with synaptic strength w w 21 . The calculation of spike-based information is straightforward from Eq. (2). We calculated the two neurons's mean firing rates and their covariance matrix to evaluate the rate-based information. Because r 0, their firing probability densities are given In this way, we can also calculate the rate-based Fisher information. Taking the limit as w ! 1, we find J rate ! Th 1 2 1 , which is the amount of information from neuron 1. Hence, the output of neuron 2 does not add any additional information at this limit. Signal h 2 is buried in the noisy postsynaptic potential of neuron 1 for large w. On the other hand, within the spike decoding paradigm, neuron 2 can still transmit information on h 2 because the observer knows when neuron 1 fired. The rate-based and spikebased Fisher information is compared for a range of the synaptic strength w in Fig. 1(b) . The spike-based Fisher information is significantly larger than the rate-based information for strong synaptic connectivity. This result is qualitatively similar even when we use the sigmoid g and refractoriness. One difference is that the spike-based information shows unlimited growth with the exponential g because g 0 2 2 =g 2 is an increasing function of w. However, the spike-based information decreases for large w with the sigmoid g.
Spatiotemporal input. We are most interested in seeing how the correlation among a population of neurons alters the efficacy of stimulus estimation [3] [4] [5] . The effect of recurrent connectivity on stimulus estimation has been studied mainly within the rate decoding framework [13, 14] , where spatially structured synaptic connections with local excitation and global inhibition are used. Moreover, calculating the rate-based Fisher information with recurrent connections is computationally hard because it requires the inverse of the output covariance matrix. In the following, we apply the spike decoding paradigm by taking account of individual spike timings, and calculate the spike-based Fisher information to estimate stimulus onsets or locations. The optimal recurrent connectivity that maximizes the spike-based information is derived under certain conditions on synaptic strength.
We consider a population, N 10 3 , of recurrently connected neurons evenly distributed with density N=2 on a circle ÿ < z , where z refers to a preferred stimulus of a neuron. The synaptic strength from a neuron at z 0 to one at z is a function of only the difference between their preferred stimuli, z ÿ z 0 , which is described by w. As an example of a spatiotemporal stimulus, we consider a localized pulse centered atz injected at timet. The input potential to a neuron at z is described by a differential equation, m dhz;t dt ÿhz;t A s 1 cosz ÿzt ÿt s ÿ t t, where the stimulus strength, A s , is 1=4 and the stimulus duration, s , is 100 ms. The stimulus location,z, and the onset time,t, are the parameters to be estimated from the output spikes. The information, J 
up to a constant. The constant and the proportionality coefficient in Eq. (3) depend on 1 and 2 , which are set
week ending 1 SEPTEMBER 2006 098102-3 to satisfy the constraints on the synaptic strength. Moreover, Eq. (3) has the causal Hebbian property. Equation (3) is proportional to the causal pre-and postcorrelation t ÿ t 0 0 t; z 0 t 0 ; z ÿ , whose learning coefficient is given by z; t to enhance the stimulus difference. The optimal recurrent connections to estimatẽ z andt are described by w location and w onset , respectively, and shown in Fig. 2(a) . Both w location and w onset have local excitation and global inhibition structures, which are observed in various neural systems. However, the precise shape of w depends on the feature of the given stimulus that the system is designed to code. In Fig. 2(b) , the information J , due to having synaptic connections w location (solid line) and w onset (dashed line) is plotted in Fig. 2(c) . The improvements are limited because the synapses are assumed to be small for the analytical calculation. Sharper tuning curves are known to be desirable for one-dimensional stimulus estimation with independent Poisson neurons [15] . This sharpening of tuning curves corresponds to the one by a sharper input, h, without recurrent connections. On the other hand, sharpening of tuning curves by recurrent connections does not always lead to a better estimation [13, 14] . The result shows that the optimal recurrent connections are determined by the subtle interplay between the input stimulus and the response properties of neurons. The optimal recurrent connections provide, by modulating the recurrent input to each neuron, an efficient encoding of the stimulus parameter that minimizes the information loss because of the noisy spike-generation process. As is in the case of Seriès et al., we can not increase the information by postprocessing a stimulus with a network of recurrently connected neurons [13] . Evaluating the spike-based Fisher information, we can identify the information in individual spike timing that codes temporal features of input, such as stimulus onset. This kind of temporal feature is difficult to decode from spike rates with wide temporal windows.
We calculated the spike-based Fisher information of a population of recurrently connected spiking neurons with independent threshold noise. Unlike the case of [16] , the Fisher information is expected to give a reasonable lower bound of the estimation error because the estimation is based on a large number of independent spikes. Generalizing the spike-based Fisher information to estimate a multidimensional parameter is straightforward. Although we restricted ourselves to weak synapses for the calculation of the optimal recurrent connections, stronger synapses should also be studied to elucidate the role of nonlinearity in output firing rates and sustained activity in networks.
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